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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays, steel frames are widely used in civil and industrial engineering structures. The 

design process for steel frames with semi-rigid beam-column connections is an interesting 

topic for designers and researchers. However, the current design codes purely deal with 

the structural reliability at the pristine and the degradation of steel due to corrosion is not 

specified. This study proposes a procedure for evaluating the reliability of two-

dimensional semi-rigid steel frames considering corrosion effects. A series of Monte 

Carlo simulations are performed to evaluate the reliability of the corroded steel structures. 

The random variables including corrosion phenomenon, semi-rigid connection, and 

applied load, are considered in the proposed method. The safety deterioration of the steel 

structures due to the corrosion phenomenon until 50 years is obtained. Additionally, the 

effects of input parameters, which are safety factors and coefficients of variation, on the 

reliability of structures are examined in the present study. Finally, a verification of this 

study and previous results is performed, highlighting the capability of the proposed 

method. 

1 Introduction 

The metal corrosion phenomenon has great harm to infrastructures, especially steel structures. Corrosion has not only 

destructive effects on structural capacity and safety but also to the expensive cost for maintenance and replacement [1, 2]. 

Therefore, studies on the assessment of deterioration capacity and reliability of structures due to corrosive effects are always 

extremely necessary and attractive to researchers. 

There are many studies, which investigated the effects of metal corrosion on the durability of structures. Landolfor et al. 

[2, 3] presented a damage model induced by atmospheric corrosion for metal structures. This report combined corrosion 

models, which were proposed by International Standard ISO 9224 [4], Albrecht and Hall [5], and Klinesmith et al. [6]. The 

structural reliability method has been not only widely used in the design and assessment of structures subjected to simple 

loadings but also in complex and extreme problems such as during earthquakes or corrosion effects. Kayser and Nowak [7] 
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developed a damage model, which was used for evaluating the reliability of a corroded steel girder bridge over time and the 

effects of parameters on the safety of corroded bridges. Likewise, Czarnecki and Nowak [8] proposed time-variant reliability 

models for steel girder bridges. Der Kiureghian [9] assessed the reliability of the steel frame under the dynamic loads 

generated from the earthquake El Centro in 1940 using the -probability index method. Melchers [10] investigated the 

influence of corrosion on the reliability of steel offshore structures. 

For the steel structures, the modelling approach of the beam-column connection has a significant impact on structural 

performance and reliability. Numerous studies presented the design process of the semi-rigid connection of steel structures 

and clarified the influence of this model on performances of such structures [11-31]. Reliability analyses of steel frames 

considering semi-rigid connections were also performed [32-37]. Recently, Nguyen and Nguyen [38] evaluated the structural 

reliability of steel-concrete composite beams accounting for corrosion effects. Wang et al. [39] conducted a systematic review 

on reliability of offshore wind turbine support structures. Liu [40] examined the role of connection behaviour and the 

associated uncertainties on the system reliabilities of semi-rigid steel frames designed by direct design method. The 

aforementioned studies mostly focused on the structural reliability of steel structures considering semi-rigid connections. A 

study on the investigation of the effects of metal corrosion on structural reliability of semi-rigid steel frames is not 

systematically conducted yet. 

This paper performs the reliability and durability assessment of two-dimensional (2D) steel frames with semi-rigid 

connections considering the effect of metal corrosion. An algorithm using Monte Carlo simulation method is proposed to 

utilize in analyses and assessments. The safety deterioration of the steel structures due to the corrosion phenomenon until 50 

years is obtained. In addition, the effects of input parameters, which are safety factor and coefficient of variation, on the 

reliability of structures are examined in the present study. 

2 Corrosion and stiffness of the beam-column joint of steel structures 

2.1 Design code 

The assessment of the corrosion effect on the steel structures was mentioned in the design standards of some countries 

and Europe [41]. The European structural design codes [42-44]  provided only general recommendations and basic principles 

that are mainly concerned about the use of coating protective systems, the choice of corrosion-resistant materials, and 

structural redundancy. The EN 1993–1–1 [42] stated a few common principles, such as the opportunity of providing corrosion 

protection measures by means of surface protection systems. The European Standard EN 12500 [45], edited by the European 

Committee for Standardization, defined the procedure for classification, determination, and estimation of the atmospheric 

corrosion by assessing the mass loss of standard samples, after one-year exposure. In particular, EN ISO 9223 [41] provided 

a classification of the atmospheric corrosion on the basis of three key factors. The existing design standards and code 

provisions do not give a specific process in determining the structural reliability and durability of structures considering metal 

corrosion effects as well as the structural deterioration with time. 

2.2 Corrosion modeling 

Atmospheric corrosion of steel structures in various environments was intensively studied and proposed by Komp [46]. 

Corrosion models usually describe the corrosion depth as a function of time in the form of a power model and can be written 

as follows. 

 𝑑(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑡𝐵 (1) 

where d(t) is the corrosion depth [𝑚,𝑔/𝑚2], t is the exposure time [𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟], A is the corrosion rate in the first year of 

exposure, B is the corrosion rate long-term decrease. A and B are depended on the environment, where the structure is located 

in, and these parameters are presented in Table 1 [46]. The modelling in Eq. (1) and average values for corrosion parameters 

in Table 1 have been also used in some studies elsewhere [7, 47, 48]. 
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2.3 Stiffness of the beam-column joint 

Stiffness of semi-rigid beam-column connections of an I-section portal steel frame in this paper is determined by the 

experimental formula of Kozlowski et al. [49], as described in Eq. (2). The proposed formula was validated by the authors, 

as shown in Fig. 1. 

 𝑆𝑗 =
𝑆𝑗,𝑖𝑛𝑖

𝜂
 (2) 

where Sj is the elastic stiffness of the connection (kNm/rad); 𝜂 is the hardness adjustment coefficient, which depends on 

connection structures, and it is presented in Eurocode 3 [44]; 𝑆𝑗,𝑖𝑛𝑖 is the initial stiffness (kNm/rad) and determined by 

𝑆𝑗,𝑖𝑛𝑖 = 𝐾1ℎ𝑐
0.44

ℎ𝑏
1.2𝑡𝑝

0.35𝑑0.005 − 𝐾2 

(3) 

where hc (mm) is the height of the column section (HEB); hb (mm) is the height of the beam section (IPE); tp (mm) is the 

thickness of the end plate and d (mm) is the bolt diameter. K1 = 1.5 and K2 = 19211 are the experiment coefficients, which 

are identified from experimental results [49]. Because of their experiment origin, these coefficients possess potential 

randomness. 

Table 1 – Average values of corrosion parameters A and B for carbon steel and weathering steel 

Environment 
Carbon steel  Weathering steel 

A  B  A  B  

Rural 34.0 0.65 33.3 0.50 

Urban 80.2 0.59 50.7 0.57 

Marine 70.6 0.79 40.2 0.56 

 

  

(a) Beam-column connection (b) Moment-rotation relationship 

Fig. 1 – Validation of the proposed formula 

3 Monte Carlo simulation method 

Monte Carlo simulation method, which is based on the using of pseudo-random numbers and the law of large number to 

assess the reliability of any systems, the unsafe probability of the system (Pf), is determined by Eq. (4). It should be noted 

that the safe domain is defined by the condition f(X) > 0. 
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𝑃𝑓 = ∫ 𝐼𝑓(𝑋)<0𝑓𝑋(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = 𝐸[𝐼𝑓(𝑋)<0] 
(4) 

where X is the random vector containing all the input random variables, 𝐼𝑓(𝑋)<0 is the indicator function defined by 

𝐼𝑓(𝑋)<0 = {
1       if     𝑓(𝑋) < 0 

0       if     𝑓(𝑋) ≥ 0 
 (5) 

According to the theory of statistics, if we have N realizations of the random vector X, by propagating the randomness, 

we can obtain a sample of N realizations of the indicator function. The expected value of the indicator function can be 

approximatively determined by taking the mean of the sample, expressed by 

�̑�𝑓 = 𝐸[𝐼𝑓(𝑋)<0] =
1

𝑁
∑𝐼𝑓(𝑋)<0

𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

 (6) 

Lemaire et al. [47] pointed out that the 95% confidence interval of the estimation in Eq. (6) can be defined by 

�̑�𝑓 (1 − 200√
1 − �̑�𝑓

𝑁�̑�𝑓
) ≤ 𝑃𝑓 ≤ �̑�𝑓 (1 + 200√

1 − �̑�𝑓

𝑁�̑�𝑓
) (7) 

The steps of reliability assessment and scheme using Monte-Carlo simulation are shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2 – Flowchart of reliability assessment using Monte Carlo simulation 

4 Monte Carlo simulation method 

Firstly, a validation of the reliability method by Monte Carlo simulation is conducted using a beam structure, as shown 

in Fig. 3. The input parameters of the design problem are presented in Table 2. Our proposed method results are then 

compared with those of Thoft-Cristensen & Baker [50], which the Hasofer-Lind (H-L) reliability index [51] was used. Table 

3 presents a comparison of results between these reliability methods. A small error in Table 3 indicates the capability of the 

proposed program. It should be noted that the maximum deflection of the beam (𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥) is 𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
1

192
(
𝑃𝐿3

𝐸𝐼
) and the failure 

mode is reached when 𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥   L/100, where 𝐸𝐼 is the stiffness of the beam. 
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Fig. 3 – A beam for validation of reliability assessment 

Table 2 – Statistical properties of random variables for the proposed method 

Input parameter Law of probability Mean Std. Dev. 

P Normal 4.0 (kN) 1.0 (kN) 

E Normal 2x107 (kN/m2) 0.5x107 (kN/m2) 

I Normal 167x10-7 (m4) 167x10-8 (m4) 

L - 6.0 (m) - 

 

Table 3 – Comparison of the obtained results 

Reliability method Safe probability Error 

Proposed Monte Carlo simulation 0.9986 
0.01% 

H-L reliability index in Thoft-Cristensen & Baker [48] 0.9987 (β = 3.0) 

 

 

Fig. 4 – A portal steel frame with semi-rigid connections 

Table 4 – Input parameters of the verified portal frame 

Beam (cm) Column (cm) 
End plate 

(cm) 

Bolt 

(cm) 

Material 

(kN/cm2) 
Applied load 

L hwb 
bf 

tf 
tw 

H hwc 
bf 

tf 
tw 

tp
 

d E f
 

P (kN) q (kN/cm) 

500 30 20 2 2 400 30 20 2 2 2 1.6 2.1e+04 21 100 0.05 

Additionally, an extra verification of the proposed Monte Carlo simulation is performed for a portal steel frame 

considering two cases, which are rigid and semi-rigid joints. Input parameters are shown in Fig. 4 and Table 4. We used 

SAP2000, a commercial finite element analysis program, to verify the proposed simulation. The comparison of results is 

shown in Table 5. Here, the column sections SC1 and SC3 represent for the bottom of the left and right columns, respectively, 

while SC2 and SC4 are located at the top of the columns. Whereas the beam sections SB1, SB2, and SB3 are located at the 

left, right ends, and at the middle of the beam, respectively. It can be observed that the error is very small (i.e., < 0.2%) in 

the case of semi-rigid joints and slightly increased (i.e., < 2.5 %) for rigid joints. These results confirm the capability of the 

proposed Monte Carlo simulation. 

 

0.5 L 0.5 L

P

q

P

L

H
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Table 5 – Comparison of results between proposed program and SAP2000 

Element  Section 
Semi-rigid joint Rigid joint 

SAP2000 This study error SAP2000 This study error 

Column 

SC1 - - - 7483.0 7531.8 0.65% 

SC2 -20041.0 -20000 0.20% -11515.9 -11352.0 1.42% 

SC3 - - - -8900.0 -9019.9 1.35% 

SC4 19958.9 20000 0.21% 12100.7 12096.0 0.04% 

Beam 

SB1 - - - 7483.0 7531.8 0.65% 

SB2 - - - -8900.0 -9019.9 1.35% 

SB3 1562.5 1562.5 0.0% 853.8 832.8 2.46% 

5 Reliability analysis of steel frame structures 

5.1 Design of cross-sections of beam and column 

In fact, the dimensions of cross-sections of steel structures have been chosen in the internal force calculation. The design 

of cross-sections in this step is to verify their safety conditions that are according to TCVN 5575 [52], a design standard for 

steel structures in Vietnam, and it is determined as follows. 

for beam:

{
 
 

 
 
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖=1..3

(𝜎𝑟𝑖 , 𝜎𝑐𝑟𝑖) ≤ 𝑓

𝑛𝑤 ≥
ℎ𝑤

𝑡𝑤

𝑛𝑓 ≥
𝑏𝑓

𝑡𝑓

for column:

{
 
 

 
 
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖=1..2

(𝜎𝑟𝑖 , 𝜎𝑐𝑟𝑖) ≤ 𝑓

𝑛𝑤 ≥
ℎ𝑤

𝑡𝑤

𝑛𝑓 ≥
𝑏𝑓

𝑡𝑓

for displacement: Δ𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖=1..3

(𝛥𝑐
𝑖 ) ≤ [𝛥]

 (8) 

where 𝜎𝑟𝑖 and 𝜎𝑐𝑟𝑖 are resistance and critical stresses at the ith section, 𝑛𝑤 and 𝑛𝑓  are local buckling coefficients of web and 

flange of the cross sections, and 𝑓 is yield strength of the structural steel. 

5.2 Deterministic model and uncertainty model 

A deterministic model is the structural steel analysis problem, in which the input parameters are those of 

geometry(𝑎, 𝐿, 𝑏, ℎ, 𝑏𝑓𝑐 , 𝑡𝑓𝑐 , ℎ𝑤𝑐 , 𝑏𝑓𝑏 , 𝑡𝑓𝑏 , ℎ𝑤𝑏), K1 = 1.5 and K2 = 19211 are experiment coefficients, E is the Young’ modulus 

of the material, p is the applied load, A and B are the corrosion depth coefficients. This model can be written in forms of 𝑋 =

[𝑎, 𝐿, 𝑏, ℎ, 𝑏𝑓𝑐 , 𝑡𝑓𝑐, ℎ𝑤𝑐 , 𝑏𝑓𝑏 , 𝑡𝑓𝑏 , ℎ𝑤𝑏 , 𝐾1, 𝐾2, 𝐴, 𝐵]. 𝑃con is called the safety condition, as expressed by Eq. (9). 

𝑃con = ℑ(𝑋) (9) 

The uncertainty model is constructed based on the deterministic model by considering the randomness of some input 

parameters. In this paper, we distinct two vectors of input parameters, the first one is the group of parameters assumed to be 

deterministic 𝑋1 = [𝑎, 𝐿, 𝑏, ℎ, 𝑏𝑓𝑐 , 𝑡𝑓𝑐, ℎ𝑤𝑐 , 𝑏𝑓𝑏 , 𝑡𝑓𝑏 , ℎ𝑤𝑏] and the second one is the group of parameters assumed to be ramdom 

𝑋2(𝜔) = [𝐾1(𝜔), 𝐾2(𝜔), 𝐴(𝜔), 𝐵(𝜔)] with  represents the randomness of the parameters. This model can be written as 

follows 

𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛(𝜔) = ℑ(𝑋1, 𝑋2(𝜔)) 
(10) 
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5.3 Reliability assessment of corroded steel frames using Monte Carlo simulation 

The reliability assessment of steel structures is constructed in MATLAB language based on the corrosion modelling, 

stiffness of the beam-column joint, finite element difference method, and Monte Carlo simulation. The proposed procedure 

for assessing the structural reliability of steel structures is shown in Fig. 5. 

6 Numerical examples 

In this section, the proposed procedure is applied for the reliability assessment of three kinds of steel structure models 

with semi-rigid connections, which are steel beam, portal frame, and multi-story frame. All the structural models are assumed 

to be exposed from 10 to 50 years. According to Secer and Uzun [48], corrosion analyses from 10 to 50 years are accounted 

because the 10-year exposure is a critical point for corrosion behavior and the 50-year is assumed as the service life of the 

steel frame structures. 

 

Fig. 5 – Flowchart of reliability evaluation of corroded semi-rigid steel frames using Monte Carlo simulation 

6.1 Steel beam with semi-rigid connection 

The investigated steel beam with a semi-rigid connection is shown in Fig. 6. Deterministic input variables and uncertain 

input variables, as well as their representative parameters, are shown in Table 6 and Table 7. The structural reliability and 

durability assessments under corrosion are determined for exposure time ranged from 10 and 50 years with safety factor n = 

1.1, 1.15, 1.2, 1.25, 1.3. 

START

Input parameters: Loads, dimensions and materials, define 
stiffness of the beam-column joint (see section 2.3)

Analysis of structures by FEM with semi-rigid beam and 
column connection

Define safety conditions (see section 5.1) and corrosion 
modeling of structure (see section 2.2)

Uncertainty model is constructed based on the deterministic 
model by taking into account the randomness of some input 

paramters (see section 5.2)

The reliability assessment of the steel structural under 
corrosion

END
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Fig. 6 – Steel beam with semi-rigid connection  

Table 6 – Deterministic input variables 

Variable Value Variable Value Variable Value 

L (cm)
 

400.0 hb (mm) 500.0 d (mm)
 

22.0 

hc (mm) 500.0 tp (mm) 20.0 E (kN/cm2)
 

2.0E+04 

Table 7 – Uncertainty input variables and representative parameters 

Random variable A B 

Law of probability Uniform Uniform 

Representative parameters 
reference interval

 
reference interval

 

80.2  0.95 1.05  0.59  0.95 1.05  

Random variable K1 K2 

Law of probability Uniform Uniform 

Representative parameters 
reference interval

 
reference interval

 

1.5  0.95 1.05  19211   0.95 1.05  

Random variable P q 

Law of probability Normal Normal 

Representative parameters 
P (kN)

 
CVp q (kN/m)

 
CVq 

100.0 0.10 20.0 0.10 

 

Fig. 7 – The reliability of the midpoint of beam under corrosion 

Fig. 7 shows the probability of safety of the beam at the middle under corrosion with various safety factors. It can be 

found that the probability of safety is reduced with a decrement of safe factor. Since the safety factor reduced from 1.30 to 

q

L

P
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1.25, the probability of safety is mostly constant with exposing time. Table 8 shows the effect of safety factor and corrosively 

exposing time on the safe probability of the semi-rigid steel beam. Based on this table we can observe that the safe probability 

of the beam using Monte Carlo simulation is ranged from 0.7560 (75.6%) to 1.00 (100%) after considering 145,552 samplings 

and computational time in 15.0 mins. The used convergence criterion of 2.5% justifies the confidence of the estimated 

reliability. This result also shows that even though we have taken the safety factor of 1.10 in the analysis, but the reliability 

of the structure after 50 years is only 75.6%. It is probably due to the randomness of the input parameters. When the safety 

factor of 1.30 is taken into the analysis, the reliability of the structure after 50 years is reached to 100%. 

Table 8 – Effect of safe factor and corrosively exposing time on the safe probability of the steel beam 

n 
Year 

0 10 20 30 40 50 

1.10 1.000 0.9850 0.9220 0.8630 0.8077 0.7560 

1.15 1.000 0.9870 0.9544 0.9229 0.8925 0.8630 

1.20 1.000 0.9890 0.9781 0.9674 0.9567 0.9462 

1.25 1.000 1.0000 0.9986 0.9966 0.9956 0.9906 

1.30 1.000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 

It is needed to validate the convergence of the proposed Monte Carlo simulation for satisfying the accuracy of the 

analysis. Fig. 8 shows the convergence of the safe probability of the beam using Monte Carlo simulation. The converged 

value of 0.9810 (98.10%) after 1905 samplings with computational effort in 10 mins. The used convergence criterion of 2.5% 

confirms the confidence of the estimated reliability. This result also implies that although the safety factor of 1.10 is taken 

into the analysis the reliability of the structure is only 98.10%. 

 

Fig. 8 – Convergence of the safe probability in the Monte Carlo simulation 

6.2 Portal frame with semi-rigid connection 

A portal steel frame with a semi-rigid connection is considered as shown in Fig. 9. Deterministic inputs variables 

parameters and uncertainty inputs variables and their representative parameters in shown Tables 9 and 10. Similar to the 

beam, the reliability assessment and durability analysis under corrosion are performed for exposing time from 10 to 50 years 

with safety factor n = 1.1, 1.15, 1.2, 1.25, and 1.3. 

Fig. 10 shows the probability of safety of the frame under corrosion with various safety factors. It is observed that the 

probability of safety is reduced with a decrement of safety factor. Table 11 shows the effect of safety factor and corrosively 
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exposing time on the safe probability of the semi-rigid steel portal frame. From this table, we can recognize that the safe 

probability of the beam using Monte Carlo simulation is ranged from 0.7345 (73.45%) to 0.9606 (96.06%) after 250,000 

samplings running in 60.0 mins. This result also reveals that even if the safety factor of 1.10 is used in the analysis, but the 

reliability of the structure after 50 years is 73.45%. Meanwhile, the safety factor of 1.30 is taken, the reliability of the structure 

after 50 years is reached to 96.60%. It is probably due to the randomness of the input parameters. 

 

Fig. 9 – The single-story steel frame with semi-rigid connection 

Table 9 – Deterministic inputs variables parameters 

 

Table 10 – Uncertainty input variables and representative parameters 

Random variable A B 

Law of probability Uniform Uniform 

Representative parameters 
reference interval

 
reference interval

 

80.2  0.95 1.05  0.59  0.95 1.05  

Random variable K1 K2 

Law of probability Uniform Uniform 

Representative parameters 
reference interval

 
reference interval

 

1.5  0.95 1.05  19211  0.95 1.05  

Random variable α = qL/P q 

Law of probability Normal Normal 

Representative parameters 
µα CVα µα (kN/m) CVα 

0.01 0.15 1.30 0.15 

6.3 Multi-story steel frame with semi-rigid connection 

It is known that the variation of input random variables and the safe factor have an influence directly but inversely on 

the safe probability of the structure. Thus, in order to quantify the effect of these parameters, different coefficients of variation 

(CV) of the compression load CV = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25 and various safety factors n = 1.1, 1.15, 1.2, 1.25, 1.3 are 

considered in the numerical analysis. The randomness of the empirical coefficients K1, K2 and A and B in Eq. (1) is assumed 

to be unchanged in the interval  0.95 1.05 of the reference value. The multi-story frame steel under corrosion is analysed 

q

P

L

H

Geometry of beam (cm)   Geometry of column (cm) 

L hwb 
bf 

tf 
tw 

H hwc 
bf 

tf 
tw 

500.0 30.0 20.0 2.0 2.0 400.0 30.0 20.0 2.0 2.0 

End plate (cm) Bolt (cm) Material (kN/cm2) 

tp
 

d E f
 

2.0 1.6 2.1E+04 21.0 
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with a range of exposing time from 10 and 50 years. Fig. 11 shows the 2D multi-story steel frame with two bays and two 

stories. Geometry, structural sections of the frame, and applied loads are shown in Table 12. 

 

 

Fig. 10 – Reliability of the portal steel frame under corrosion 

Table 11 – Effect of the safety factor and corrosion on the safe probability of the portal frame 

n 
Year 

0 10 20 30 40 50 

1.10 1.0000 0.9700 0.9079 0.8498 0.7954 0.7345 

1.15 1.0000 0.9810 0.9544 0.9229 0.8825 0.8430 

1.20 1.0000 0.9890 0.9781 0.9674 0.9567 0.9342 

1.25 1.0000 0.9860 0.9781 0.9674 0.9567 0.9462 

1.30 1.0000 1.0000 0.9900 0.9801 0.9703 0.9606 

 

 

Fig. 11 – Two-bay two-story steel frame 

L

q

P

L

H

q

q

P

H

q
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The effects of CV and safe factor on the safe probability of the frame are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. We can easily observe 

that the effects of CV and safety factors on the probability of safety are inversed. It means that as CV increased the probability 

of safety is decreased. By contrast, the probability of safety is increased together with the sate factor. It shows that if there 

are many random parameters (i.e., high randomness in the structural design) or in the optimization problem, the use of the 

local coefficient such as the overload coefficient does not seem to be sufficient. Thus, the structure may be in a vulnerable 

state. In this case, it is necessary to determine a global safety factor, as done in this study, to assure the absolute safety of the 

structure. For example, under corrosion about 10 years in this test, if the coefficient of variation is 0.05, the global safety 

factor needs to be of 1.30 for obtaining the safe probability of 100%. If the CV is set to 0.10 the global safety factor needs a 

greater value (e.g., 1.30). 

Table 12 – Deterministic input parameters 

Geometry of beam (cm) Geometry of column (cm) 

L hwb 
bf 

tf 
tw 

H hwc 
bf 

tf 
tw 

500.0 30.0 20.0 2.0 2.0 400.0 30.0 20.0 2.0 2.0 

End plate (cm) Bolt (cm) Material properties (kN/cm2) 

tp
 

d E f
 

2.0 1.6 2.1E+04 21.0 

 

  

Fig. 11 – Effect of CV (left) and safe factor (right) on the safe probability of the multi-story frame under 10-year 

corrosion 

  
Fig. 12 – Effect of CV (left) and safe factor (right) on the safe probability of the multi-story frame under 50-year 

corrosion 
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7 Conclusions 

This paper proposed an algorithm to assess the structural reliability of the two-dimensional steel frames with semi-rigid 

connections considering the influence of metal corrosion. The numerical process is developed based on the corrosion model 

of Komp [43] and Monte Carlo simulation. A wide range of corrosive exposing time from 10 to 50 years is considered in the 

structural reliability assessment. The effect of safety factor and coefficients of variation (CV) on the probability of safety is 

also examined. The numerical analysis results reveal that the proposed algorithm, which is numerically developed based on 

the Komp corrosion model and Monte Carlo simulations, is capable of structural reliability assessment of 2D steel frames 

considering semi-rigid connections and corrosion effect. Additionally, a variation of structural reliability with corrosively 

exposing time is quantified. Overall, as time increased the probability of safety is reduced. Moreover, the probability of safety 

of structures is decreased as CV increased. By contrast, the probability of safety is increased together with an increment of 

sate factor. Finally, the developed procedure in this study can be applied for 2D steel frame structures. It shoult be noted that 

an extended application for 3D steel frames and others is highly feasible, however additional numerical tests and verifications 

are required. 
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